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Chonburi Province, Thailand
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October meeting is Monday, 10/17/22 starting at 6:30 pm at the Jim
Ward Community Center which is located at:
301 NW 46th Ave Plantation, FL 33317
We hope to see you there for another great guest speaker with plenty
of plants for sale!
Af�iliations: BSBC supports the BSI, Cryptanthus Society and FCBS (2017-2020)
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October Guest Speaker
This month’s guest speaker is Alex Bello who is the owner of
Bello Tropicals located in Miami, FL. His nursery offers a
wide array of plants including bromeliads, tillandsias,
orchids, ferns, aroids, and other exotics.
Because his collection is so diverse, Alex will be bringing us
a veritable "smorgasbord" of plants to educate us on his
various growing techniques and to share his passion for
speci�ic tropical plant groups beyond bromeliads. Members
will of course have a chance to purchase plants from this
private stash before and after his presentation, so budget
your time and your spare cash accordingly!

Alex has been collecting and growing all types of tropical plants for over 26 years in south
Florida and has created a successful business both locally and on eBay because of it. As a
respected grower, he often is asked to give presentations at various plant societies around
the state. He’s also a regular vendor in most of the large plant shows in the area where he’s
built a reputation for selling rare and unusual specimens. He has befriended many of the
established growers and hybridizers and is able to bring to the table, many of the plants
that are �irst releases and not usually seen in the marketplace.

Alex has held and currently holds many positions in the agriculture and plant industry
ranging from Southern Regions Director for the Bromeliad Society International, past president of the Bromeliad Society of South Florida and President of the International Aroid
Society. He is an avid outdoorsman whose love for the everglades and Florida’s ecology is
evident. He also enjoys �ishing, swamp walks, “any outdoor adventure in any environment,”
and is a 17 year veteran of the Miami-Dade County public schools as a high school administrative assistant over school operations.
Join us at the Jim Ward Community Center at 301 NW 46 Ave. Plantation, Fl. 33317, starting at 6 pm for a plant preview before the meeting. Alex promises to bring "tons of Skotaks
and high collector grade plants including Hohenbergias and other Bromeliads, Tillandsias,
and new releases", along with a large selection of other surprises. Bring a friend, have a
snack, have some fun, and go home with new plants to "reboot" your garden now that the
heat of summer is behind us.
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Last Month‛s Meeting Recap
The September meeting with Dr. Terri Bert was one full
of vivid colors, a wide array of textures, and something
valuable for every level of bromeliad enthusiast! She
brought tray after tray of plants ranging in size from
pups to fully mature plants from her private collection.

Terri discussing albomarginated variegation

Terri changed things up this time by using the plants
she brought to sell as the basis of her presentation. She
showcased many different genera with multiple species
from each so that members could get a broader understanding of growth and color variations due to sun
exposure, parent traits, natural and designed hybrids.

With all plants being sold after the presentation, members were able to gather more information
on each as they created their list of those to purchase. Seeing a comparison guide in true form
rather than on a slide presentation helped members get a full understanding of each characteristic.
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One by one, Terri methodically went through her selections and shared the reasons why each
genus and species were in her personal collection. She went into additional detail on nearly every
sampling she brought sharing methods she uses to maintain color, size, and overall characteristics.
The hands-on presentation allowed members to interact with her by asking questions as they came
up rather than wait until the end as we normally would do. This gave even more insight into why a
particular plant varied from another within the same species.

As the photos above show, members paid close attention to her explanations and tips with
each question asked adding more value to the overall presentation. Many were taking
notes as well... or making a list of which ones they wanted to buy when she was done!
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When the presentation was complete, it
took only seconds for the line to form to
purchase her prized plants. The line grew
longer as members rushed to purchase
their favorites. It was reminiscent of Black
Friday sales the day after Thanksgiving!

Those that waited until the end had a few
less plants to pick from, but there was no
shortage of unique and colorful specimens
available to anyone that wanted one clear
up to the end. It was an excellent meeting
and we can’t wait until she returns!
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No monthly meeting would be complete without taking your chances at the raf�le tables
and thanks to the generosity of our members, this was another great selection! Members
old and new can always �ind something on the tables that either they’ve always wanted
or perhaps had in the past and would like to once again add it to their collection.

Like so many times before, the ‘Luck of the Visitor’ continued to amaze them and the rest of the
group. We were blessed to have several guests at this meeting and the bromeliad fairies once again
gave favor to them over many of the regular members. While there appears to be no mathematical
explanation, it’s nice to see each and every guest as well as many of the newer members go home
with treasures from the raf�le tables.
For beginners, the raf�le table is always a highlight at each meeting and likely the birthplace of
their bromeliad collection. It’s the vehicle where longtime members get a chance to share the
fruits of their labor and their passion with less experienced members. This allows less experienced growers to try a different species as they decide what broms they prefer and what works
best with their growing conditions.

It’s also a way for each level of grower to share knowledge and experience as their preferences
change from year to year. This is one of the advantages in growing bromeliads. You don’t have to
stay in the same lane you started in and no one judges you when you make a left hand turn from
the right hand lane! It’s one of the reasons that every growers’ journey is a unique path.
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One of the best parts of every meeting is seeing the people you’ve come to appreciate and
look forward to seeing if only once a month. With the pandemic’s impact on our indoor
meetings, many of the faces we love to see each month were vacant from the group. One
such example is the infectious smile and wit of Harry Sperling (upper left) seen here with
VP Shirley Konefal. Harry is a senior member and one that we’ve missed seeing as is
Judith Lahey (below right). Judith returned after recovering from surgery and is seen
here once again taking her place at the membership table beside Sue Mather!

The discussions and exchange of ideas and experiences that take place at our monthly meetings is
invaluable to our members and our society. It sets aside time each month to gather, converse, and
share our love of this unique plant family and to reconnect with our human species as well. We hope
to see these smiling faces each and every month because after all, the BSBC is their family too!
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From The Editor
So many people I talk to these days tell me they are losing the battle with
time. I �ind myself struggling between trying to accomplish what I need to
do and what I want to do each day. The fact that daylight is also diminishing
more each day this time of year doesn’t make this task any easier!

Thousands of Floridians are still dealing with the recent destruction caused
by hurricane Ian. They are already struggling with so much and the shorter
sunlight hours each day makes it even harder for them and their recovery.
For those of us spared this time around, we need to be thankful and do
whatever we can to be a part of their recovery.

If you’re on any of the Facebook Bromeliad groups in Florida, you’ve likely read numerous posts
from west coast nursery owners as well as individual enthusiast in that region. Many have to
rebuild their homes, their lives and livelihoods, not to mention their bromeliad collections. Some
like Michael’s Bromeliads in Venice, FL have posted that they suffered tremendous damage to
their shade houses and massive collection, yet they vow to reopen in the weeks to come. When
they do, I will make time to visit them and do my part to help them recover by purchasing all that
I can. I encourage you to consider this as well as there are no shortage of nurseries over there
suffering the same fate. The Edison and Ford Estates will take decades to recover what they lost.
I was in Naples and Bonita Springs just this past Friday and saw some of the devastation �irsthand. To see entire botanical ecosystems wiped out is tragic, but Mother Nature always �inds a
way to restore the destruction with new growth and vitality. I know the people and businesses of
that region will come back stronger and better prepared for future storms because it’s not a
matter of if, but when another will come knocking on their doors.

I donated hundreds of bromeliads to some residents in the Bahamas several years back when
they too suffered massive loss due to a hurricane. Their yards and gardens were completely
wiped out and I sent plenty of pups to help them recover and replant. I’ve already connected with
a few growers on Florida’s west coast and will do the same with them when their are ready to
start over. We share the same passion for the same unique family of plants and I know that had it
been our turn, they would be more than willing to help us rebuild our collections.
If you’re on Facebook, I encourage you to search out and join these groups if you aren’t already a
member. Connect with individuals who post pictures of their devastated gardens and �ind a way
to help them by donating some of your collection. I know what joy my plants bring me every time
I �ind time to be in my garden. While it’s not lifesaving, I know they will appreciate whatever we
can give them.

Until next time,
-Brad
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October Birthdays
Zonian Sanchez
Molly Lesnick

Shirley Konefal

Marianna Yi

Larry Davis

Susan Mather
Jose Donayre

Upcoming Events, Things to See
Date-Time
Oct. 17th, 6:30 PM
Oc.t 22nd & 23rd; 10am - 4pm
Nov. 5th; 10am - 4pm
Nov. 6th; 9am - 3pm
Nov. 19th & 20th
Nov. 21st, 6:30 PM
Dec. 19th, 6:30 PM

Event
Monthly Mee�ng- Alex Bello
BSSF Show and Sale
Plant-A-Palooza
Plant-A-Palooza
Equality Garden Club Tropical Plant
BSBC Fall Auc�on
Holiday Party

Place
Jim Ward Community Center- Planta�on
Fairchild Gardens, Coral Gables, FL
Mounts Botanical Gardens, West Palm Beach,
Mounts Botanical Gardens, West Palm Beach,
Richardson Park, Wilton Manors, FL
Jim Ward Community Center- Planta�on
Jim Ward Community Center- Planta�on
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